ENGLISH TEST : FILM ANALYSIS.

A piece of advice before you start

Watch attentively the extract you are going to comment on. Remember that you must pay attention to several elements to make a good analysis; they can be technical like the shots, (angles + scales), the rhythm or not technical as for example the theme illustrated or the spectator’s reaction. Don’t forget to comment on the soundtrack too when answering the questions below.

Use link words, expressions of opinions, contrast, concession, modals of probability if you are not too sure of your interpretation… and appropriate vocabulary.

Words you might find helpful: jouer aux flèchettes = to play darts.
Des jumelles = twin sisters

I Short introduction, description
Describe what is happening in this scene in a few words (20 words at most)

II Getting down to the analysis and interpretation
WHAT kind of atmosphere is created? HOW is it created? What is the impact on the viewer? (100 words at least)